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What company do overseas investors like?
Summary
Titlis analyzed 15 factors on overseas ownership for 494 companies of the composites of TOPIX100 and
JPX400. Multiple regression analysis indicated that factors of Compensation Committee and ROA
(expected) were statistically significant. ROE should be more plausible than ROA conceptually, but really
overseas investors invest in higher ROA companies. Also, overseas investors would consider a company
having committees as more positive, whereas a company having a parent or a large ownership as
negative on this analysis for TOPX100 and JPX400 companies.
Development of Corporate Governance Rating Research
Titlis explores developed research by using its Corporate Governance research data base. At
this time % of ownership by overseas investors is highlighted. Analyzing total 15 factors on the
ownership rate, we could find a hint what company overseas investors like. The % of ownership and
factors are used latest data.
Multiple Regression Analysis
Titlis examines cross sectional analysis using data as of January 2017. Total 15 factors are
comprised of 5 board practice factors such as Nomination Committee, Compensation Committee,
Diversity of Board Members, % of Independent Directors and Incentive Plan, and 10 Actions such as
Stock Holdings, Dividend Policy, Equity Issue, Share Cancelation, Takeover Defense, Growth Strategy,
Parent/Large Ownership, Shareholders Meeting/IR, ROE and ROA for ongoing year. Detail of factors are
described Table below.

Analysis Result
Analysis result shows that factors of Compensation Committee and ROA (expected) are
statistically significant in t-Stat and P-value. For the investor point of view, ROE should be more plausible
than ROA but interestingly they are more likely to invest in a higher ROA company in real. But
considering ROE as a result after corporate action such as share buyback, focusing on higher ROA
company would be a right investment. Such a company is likely to raise its shareholder return as higher
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return on assets and cash flows will push its excess cash higher. Regarding Compensation Committee, a
company that has compensation committee would be more positively appreciated, as a bettergovernance structure company. Fewer number of companies adopts nomination committee right now,
but 77% of the companies employing compensation committee have nomination committee, too. Those
companies seem to promote corporate governance more positively. However, coefficient of Nomination
Committee factor was slightly negative. Do overseas investors dislike a company employing a
Nomination Committee? Titlis does not believe it, but think that nomination committee is quite new in
Japan and most companies are just employing such a function in a year. Overseas investors could
hardly assess how effectively it works. By the way, a factor of Diversity of Board Members showed
relatively significance. Considering this factor that overseas investors are more likely to invest in a
company promoting diversity, a company that has committees would be regarded as a ‘progressive’ in
this country and will be more positively evaluated going forward. Regarding a factor of Parent/large
ownership, the result suggests that overseas investors be more likely to invest in a company that is not a
subsidiary controlled by a parent company or a large owner. It seems to make sense, as a minority
shareholder could hardly reflect its interest well to a company having a parent, controlled ownership or
cross-holding shares. Of course, a number of family company has a great performance led by founder’s
strong leadership. But companies of TOPIX100 and JPX400 are mid-large company and many of
Parent/large ownership companies are a subsidiary and affiliate of a large business.
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Conclusion
On the multiple regression analysis for major 494 companies, Compensation Committee and
ROA for ongoing year were statistically significant. Then, factors of Diversity and Parent/large ownership
are relatively significant. This interprets that overseas investors think that higher ROA companies are
more likely to generate cash flows on a solid business fundamentals than simply higher ROE company
that is buoyed by share repurchase. Also, they would invest in a company that is promoting corporate
governance and diversity, setting up clear compensation guideline and hiring women directors in board
members. Conversely, they are reluctant to invest in a company that are influenced by a parent or a
large ownership.
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